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MADE IN
C O R N WA L L
Words by Jula de Buhr

D

aniel O’Connell’s incredible wire sculptures have
made his name, selling as far afield as the USA,
South Africa and New Zealand, but his business was
born purely by chance.
As he suffers from autism, his mother Eunice wanted to
give him independence and purpose, and so he enrolled on a
BTEC National Diploma course in art and design. Asked to
hand in an assignment relating to ivory exploitation in Africa,
he decided to create an elephant; within three days, he had
created a 32in iron wire skeleton, which was supposed to
serve as the base as he intended to plaster it. But even at this
initial stage, his fellow students and tutors were very
impressed by this rare talent. When asked what he wanted to
do for living, Daniel found he’d already made up his mind to
create more of the wire sculptures. “Daniel found his passion
by accident,” his mother explains.
Now 30, he has spent many hours creating more than
3,600 stunning sculptures from his kitchen table in Liskeard.
As iron corrodes easily, he has switched to fencing and craft
wire in a variety of colours. After glimpsing at a picture of the
object he wants to create, Daniel starts cutting, usually
without taking measurements but just relying on his eye for
judgement.
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In this way, he has designed sculptures ranging from all
kinds of animal, including a whole line of different dog
breeds, to everyday sculptures: hearts and flowers, and
seasonal items such as pumpkins, ghosts and reindeer. “Every
sculpture comes with a ‘birth certificate’,” says Eunice. With
Christmas on the horizon, Rudolph, Comet, Donner, Blitzen
and the rest are sue to appear on his table at trade fairs
including Made In Cornwall.
Daniel often receives commissions – for example, he made
two very colourful and detailed peacocks as a wedding
decoration/gift. “We don’t have many sculptures at home,
but so many boxes of wire are crowding our little kitchen –
Daniel has such a quick turnover,” Eunice says.
To buy or commission one of Daniel’s individually handcrafted
sculptures, call 07533 576316 or visit his Facebook page.
Daniel O’Connell is a member of the Made In Cornwall
approved origin scheme operated by the Trading Standards
services of Cornwall Council. Its mission is to provide scheme
members with the opportunity to market and sell their exquisite
products more widely, and to provide buyers with a focal point
where they can meet producers online, and browse and buy
their goods. Visit www.madeincornwall.com

